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How to Rhyme vol 2 continues in the ground breaking discovery of a perfect science behind writing

rhymes by outlining the Ã¢â‚¬Å“second levelÃ¢â‚¬Â• of rhyming patterns which are built directly off

of the first level of rhyming patterns that were taught in volume 1. The reader now gets directly

exposed to the bigger picture involved in the science behind writing rhymes and the hierarchy

present in all of the rhyming styles. As in volume 1, How to Rhyme volume 2 further establishes

itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s unique method of teaching readers how to rhyme whether they are in it for mastering

Ã¢â‚¬Å“How to write poetryÃ¢â‚¬Â• or Ã¢â‚¬Å“How to rapÃ¢â‚¬Â•. ONCE AGAIN novices,

creative writers, poets, and rappers alike are all able to further their knowledge of writing rhymes at

an even higher level by mastering the following areas:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ How to rhyme on an intermediate

level without the confusion of complex poetic terminology. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ A second level of rhyme

patterns and drills that are all built off of the first level of patterns in volume 1. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ How to rap

on the second level of rhyme patterns known as Ã¢â‚¬Å“ways of rappingÃ¢â‚¬Â• which are built

directly off of the rhyme patterns in volume 1.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ A clearly understood hierarchy involved

when expressing oneself through  rhyming patterns that are written in random order. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢

Practice drills which teach you how to interchange (or mix) the rhyming patterns up and use them all

at random order.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Practice drills which teach you how to hold the rhyming pattern for a long

time.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Extended rhyme patterns for the practice drills which hold the pattern of rhymes for a

long time.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ And even MORE practice drills that teach you how to simultaneously HOLD

AND CHANGE the rhyming patterns at the same time. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ A tagging system which highlights

all of the rhyming patterns taught in BOTH volumes for anybody wanting to learn how to write poetry

or how to write rap. Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ References to audio drill aids for all of the drills for those wanting to

learn how to rap as well as those wanting to learn how to write poetry.YOU DO NOT NEED A

KINDLE TO PURCHASE THIS BOOK!Look to the right inside the "Try it Free" box you will see

some small words that say "Available on your pc" . click that and download this book to your pc or

mac which is better because it is full color and you won't understand it if you are reading it in black

and white.USING A FULL COLOR VIEWER IS ADVISED.Full color viewing (by downloading this

book to your blackberry, iphone, or any smart phone or the "color" kindle, a PC or Mac) is

recommended because this book cannot be understood in black and white.
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There's some pretty good information in here on rhyme schemes. But the book directs you to a

website to listen to the audio for these various rhyme schemes. The website listed in the book is a

red herring. No such website exists and thus the effectiveness of simply reading this book has

dwindled. I'm glad I didn't spend the additional money for the other books in the series. It just seems

kind of pointless.

This book is a natural progression from the first book that goes in depth taking you step by step into

crafting song lyrics. The author does show an in depth knowledge of how to write rap songs. He

knows the difference between poetry and rap and how not to fall into the pitfalls that befall starting

rappers. His step by step approach is refreshing and easily to digest and understand. I really

enjoyed this and will be making songs soon thanks to this series

I bought this book as the second in the series. For me, I'm using the science described in this book

to further develop my poetry and writing skills. It was recommended to me and I have to say it is



working so far. The method is legit, and as far as the writing goes, I'm quite pleased.

beneficial reading for those that want to be rappersbut the title is misleading--it should be specified

that it was designed for hip hop writing lyricsit is okay--buy it.

I use it on a regular basis.

I'm about to go and write a rap CD after reading this..cost me a dollar and I'm going to become a

millionaire off rap music. College can suck it!

Helped a ton with my writing. I will use the helpful hints in all of my future works. Well done!
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